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Processing of multiply damaged DNA sites in bacteria 
and human cells 
 
Abstract: 
Clustered DNA lesions, also called multiply damaged sites (MDS), 
are a hallmark of ionizing radiation. MDS generated by a single 
radiation track, comprises ≥2 DNA lesions, including oxidized 
bases, abasic sites and strand breaks, within 1-2 helix turns. MDS 
might compromise base excision repair process, the main pathway 
for the removal of radiation-induced base damage and abasic sites, 
leading to extended lifetime of lesions within the cluster or 
enhanced formation of double strand break (DSB). The impaired 
repair at MDS can thus result in mutations and genetic instability. 
To get insight into these processes duplexes carrying uracil (AP 
site), 8oxoguanine, 5-hydroxyuracil (U-oG/hU) were inserted into 
plasmid vectors and used to transform Escherichia coli or transfect 
human fibroblasts. The transformants were analyzed for DSB 
formation and mutations. We also used a biochemical approach and 
investigated in vitro repair at MDS by cell-free extracts. The 
hierarchy and the slowing-down/impairment of base excision within 
the clusters resulted in extensive DSB formation in E coli. In human 
cells, DSB formation seems more modest and lead to deletions. We 
also demonstrated that the elevated mutagenesis, mainly at hU in 
surviving plasmids in E coli was correlated with strand 
loss/replication fork collapse. Results in human cells showed great 
similarities, while other processes were also involved. Our results 
demonstrate the importance of the kinetics of excision/incision by 
DNA N-glycosylases in the processing and fate of MDS. They also 
provide evidence for the role of strand loss/replication fork collapse 
during the processing of MDS, on their mutational consequences. 
This work highlights the role of MDS in radiation-induced genome 
instability. 
 


